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Erotic fiction, podcasts and poetry –
a surge in popularity. Stylist explores
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orn. it conjures up
visions of heavily tanned
skin, acrylic nails, glossy
lips and bodies devoid
of all hair, save for
eyelashes weighted
down with mascara and
scorched, straightened locks being flipped
over shoulders as the performer in question
manoeuvres herself for the camera. sexy
for some, perhaps. but for many of us,
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it’s a tired, outdated and largely irrelevant
representation of sexual pleasure.
no surprises then that a different slant
of female-led erotica is flooding the market.
type ‘erotica’ into amazon and around
700,000 results pop up, compared to under
140,000 in 2014. according to Pornhub, the
number of female visitors was up 2% last
year and the type of porn they’re searching
for is different – women are more than
twice as likely as men to seek out ‘female

friendly’ or ‘lesbian’ categories.
this new-wave of offerings
comes in the form of femalefriendly podcasts, instagram poetry
and novels that have shifted their
gaze to focus more on intimacy,
enjoyment (for both parties) and
education. take the gif porn that’s turning
tumblr into a mecca for arty erotica – intimate
moments between couples captured and
played on repeat – or the amorist, a new
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gabrielle d’estrées and one of
her sisters, duchesse de Villars, 1753

made by and for women – have seen
the new wave of female-friendly erotica
kutchinsky

publication packed with vintage porn and
tips for women to get what they want from
their sex lives. subtler, softer and frankly
light years away from the over-tanned,
ubiquitous porn of the mainstream.
this shift is largely due to women
combing the internet and not finding
anything that appeals to them. Precisely
why anna richards set up frolicMe, an
online portal for erotic films, stories and
photographs. “i could never find anything

that i felt comfortable looking at online.
Women love reading erotica – 50 shades
of grey was huge – but that type of fiction
was hard to find on search engines. all
you would get was pages of pretty graphic,
rather obscene imagery. that isn’t what we
want and it’s not sexy. it just makes you
think: ‘Where’s the fantasy? Where’s the
beauty? Where’s something for me?’”
so perhaps, just perhaps, the balance
in how sexual material is consumed

is finally starting to tip. rowan Pelling,
who launched the erotic review in 1997,
certainly believes so. she says we’ve
entered a “post-porn” era, where
women have “become the gatekeepers
of sexual practice” – calling out casual
sexism in the workplace and deciding
what type of porn gets watched in
the bedroom. and there is certainly
plenty of variety out there to
pique our desire…
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Read

Watch

From short stories to novels, the new breed of erotica
respects our intelligence. Not an Italian billionaire or
virgin chambermaid in sight.

The new wave of screen erotica has a twist – they vary in length
and format, some are fictional while others portray real-life
pleasure, but all turn the focus firmly on the female experience.

You could say Rowan Pelling is one of the original erotica
pioneers of recent times – aside from The Erotic Review,
which is now a website “dedicated to giving sex a good name”
– her latest project is the monthly magazine The Amorist
(theamorist.co.uk). From the Fifties-inspired cover illustrations
and lustful short stories to the articles on sex robots, this is
both an erotic magazine and a sex manual for 2017. “We have
moved through a lot of stages of women’s sexual evolution,”
she explains. “Now, I feel people are thinking about erotic
intimacy, love and desire. I wanted to do something to help
women run their erotic lives.”
Less instructive but just as fun are novels from female
authors who write about sex for a mainstream, female
audience. The debut from newcomer Chloé Esposito
is Mad, a fast-paced tale of sex, lies and
murder. Fairytale submission story this is not
2017’S RACIEST READ:
ChLOé ESPOSITO’S MAD
– it’s more Sex And The City dialled up several
notches, with guns and drugs.
For a more poetic twist then lose yourself
in the romantic verse of Michael Faudet
(@michaelfaudet) and his real life lover
Lang Leav (@langleav), Instapoets who
between them have amassed over half
a million followers. Faudet’s Bitter Sweet Love
wistfully tackles raw sex and honest emotion.
Lang Leav’s work is less explicit. “I don’t
want to be the one who tucks you into bed
/ I want to be the reason why you can’t
sleep at night,” she writes.

Anna Richards of FrolicMe makes all her films in-house and is
fiercely proud of the quality she offers – scenes where women
are respected, adored and deeply pleasured. She’s now
amassed 130 films online. “We’re surrounded by beautiful,
erotic, sexy images,” she explains. “We’ve been very base
in how we’ve actually offered it up to now; we’ve just courted
the male audience over the years. We’ve missed out the other
50% of the population.”
If you crave a more conceptual twist to your erotic viewing
then take a look at the work of crowdfunded company Four
Chambers, run by 27-year-old DIY
erotica star Vex Ashley. She makes
ThE FuTuRE OF EROTICA:
highly stylised work and writes blog
FILMMAKER ERIKA LuST
posts which read like voyeuristic
feminist opinion pieces. She
describes her work as part art
project, part erotica cinemascope
and has claimed that over half
her viewers identify as female.
Ashley works with filmmaker
Erika Lust on her latest project
XConfessions, which is inspired by
the sexual fantasies of fans. People
share their real-life stories and she
picks two a month to make into
explicit films. Tender, kinky and
interactive, this is truly the future
of erotica. It’s “adult indie erotica” – tasteful,
respectful and ethical. The new porn has arrived.

Listen

Follow

The number of erotica podcasts is on
the rise and caters to those of us who
specifically want to listen rather than view.
Perfect for the commute…

It’s not just Tumblr that’s bringing arty, female-friendly
erotica to the masses; Instagram is also providing a
harbour for those hardy enough to brave the censors.

Instagram has been subject to censorship, with
illicit hashtags deleted, nude photos removed
Sex blogger and author Girl On The Net
MONThLY EROTIC MAGAzINE
ThE AMORIST IS A WORLD
and even the aubergine emoji temporarily banned.
has been building up the audio side of
AWAY FROM ThE uSuAL
Still, a band of fearless Insta-porn stars is growing,
her site (girlonthenet.com), turning her
TOP-ShELF MATERIAL
using emoji-heavy hashtags (try searching for
blog posts into podcasts to cater for what
the peach or water droplets emoji) or turning to
she sees as the “rise in porn made for
PASSIONATE PROSE:
MICAhEL FAuDET’S
illustration as a more imaginative way of expressing
different audiences”. She embarked on
BITTER SWEET LOVE
their sexual desires. Leading the censor-defying
the project after some of her visually impaired
pack is mysterious French illustrator, Petites Luxures
readers pointed out that it wasn’t very sexy hearing
the robotic voice of their usual screen readers
(@petitesluxures), whose steamy drawings have
reciting erotica. “People are waking up to the fact
won him over 770,000 followers. Delicate but detailed,
that although porn has traditionally been seen as
tasteful but provocative, his work often depicts
something ‘male’, people’s sexualities aren’t just
minimalist images of threesomes, oral sex or women
defined along traditional gender lines, and many
masturbating. Not safe for work, but only just.
people – men and women – need different kinds
Meanwhile, over on Tumblr, Elle Chase, or Lady
Cheeky as she is known, has a curated selection
of stimulation,” she says.
The number one erotica podcast on iTunes is
of tasteful images and mesmerising GIFs that
Californian Rose Caraway’s The Kiss Me Quicks, where
have won her a following of 175,000 devotees. Labelling
her blog the ‘number one porn site for women’, she takes
alluring tales with titles such as Baby Got Back are read aloud
pains to ensure that everything she posts has “more to
in breathless tones. It’s great fantasy material, complete with
do with passion and arousal, as opposed to mainstream
real-life updates from Caraway and her husband, Davy, on their
porn which is centred almost solely on the male gaze and
sex life. “Erotica is giving us the language to express what we
exists as a means to an end.” Images are either filtered
are truly feeling about sex. And that is control,” she explains.
or black and white – suspenders are artfully pulled aside,
Offering more real-life sexual exploration is Guys We Fucked
necklaces dangled provocatively and erogenous zones
(sorryaboutlastnightcomedy.com/guys-we-fucked), a podcast
tastefully blurred. She also owns Smut For Smarties
hosted by comedians Corinne Fisher and Krystyna hutchinson,
(smutforsmarties.com), which offers more practical
where they interview men they’ve slept with. Even the name
advice such as how to enjoy tantra and communicate
smacks of revolutionary tendencies, women speaking about
your sexual fantasies, alongside reviews of sex toys.
sex in a way that might have been frowned on five years ago.
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